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Brand New Book. American-born Cardinal Aloisius Muench (1889-1962) was a key figure in German
and German-American Catholic responses to the Holocaust, Jews, and Judaism between 1946 and
1959. He was arguably the most powerful American Catholic figure and an influential Vatican
representative in occupied Germany and in West Germany after the war. In this carefully
researched book, which draws on Muench s collected papers, Suzanne Brown-Fleming offers the
first assessment of Muench s legacy and provides a rare glimpse into his candid commentary on
Nazism, the Holocaust, and surviving Jews. She argues that Muench legitimized the Catholic Church
s failure during this period to confront the nature of its own complicity in Nazism s anti-Jewish
ideology. The archival evidence demonstrates that Muench viewed Jews as harmful in a number of
very specific ways. He regarded German Jews who had immigrated to the United States as aliens,
he believed Jews to be in control of American policy-making in Germany, he feared Jews as
avengers who wished to harm victimized Germans, and he believed Jews to be excessively involved
in leftist activities. Muench s standing and influence in...
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Reviews
This is basically the very best book i have read right up until now. It is definitely simplistic but excitement in the 50 % from the ebook. Your daily life period
will likely be transform as soon as you total reading this article pdf.
-- Pr of. Ambr ose Pollich DDS
The book is fantastic and great. it was writtern really perfectly and useful. I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Dr . Cor die Upton III
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